SOME GIRL(S) CHARACTER BREAKDOWN
GUY – Male 30-40 (or can pass for this age range) - perhaps well-intentioned at
the most basic level, but he is also flawed with a sense of entitlement and
emotional detachment that prevents him from really understanding any of the
women he has shared a part of his life with. He walks the line between genuine
attempts at reconciliation and manipulations of the women’s emotions and
sexuality. He should be charming, even awkward at times- likeable yet somehow
not.
SAM – Female 30-40 – ‘Guy’s’ former high school sweetheart – now married with
children and happy, but still carries the baggage of their relationship that ended
abruptly.
TYLER – Female 22-30 – an artistic type, independent, free spirited, edgy, a very in
the moment and type of woman. Her relationship with “Guy’ was primarily
sexual.
LINDSAY – Female late 40’s - 50’s –A college professor and strong, intellectual
woman who feels confusingly bitter because she thinks ‘Guy’ left her because she
is older than him, which is complicated by the risks she took to be with him.
BOBBI – Female –around 30 –An easy-going and pretty California girl. She is smart
as well probably what most might call the one that got away – or in this case, that
was let go. She taps into an inner controlled rage she feels toward “Guy’ that she
allows loose during their reunion.
REGGIE – early to mid twenties (should be 7 years younger than ‘Guy’) – The little
sister of ‘Guy’s’ best friend when growing up. Guy and Reggie have an incident
from the past hanging between them; one she has never forgotten – and never
talked about. She would fit well into the #metoo movement – Reggie is no longer
the child she was when he knew her, she has found her voice and a way to use it.

